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Outline by Modules

I Monday morning: Overview and technology
I 1a: Introduction
I 1b: Hardware, software and ethics issues

I Monday afternoon: Natural language processing
I 2a: processing text for classification and analysis
I 2b: named entity recognition and automated coding
I 2c: dictionary-based automated coding: TABARI

I Tuesday morning: supervised clustering; unsupervised topic
models; sequence analysis

I 3a: supervised clustering: SVM and neural networks
I 3b: latent Dirichlet allocation models; sequence analysis methods

I Tuesday afternoon: Working with large-scale semi-structured
data:

I 4a: clustering and decision-trees
I 4b: ensemble methods



Daily schedule

I 10-11:10 Lecture
I 11:10-11:20 Break
I 11:20-12:30 Lecture/Active learning

I 12:30-1:30 Lunch

I 1:30-2:40 Lecture/Active learning
I 2:40-2:50 Break
I 2:50-4 Lecture/Active learning

All slides will be available: you are not here to practice stenography



Topics: Module 1

Overview of the Course

The Big Picture

Approach of the course

Who is this guy?

Canonical Definition of “Big Data”

Your turn: Who are you?

A sufficient—and very common—open source toolkit: R, Weka and
Python

A couple comments on programming

Parallel Computing and Hadoop

Legal and Ethical Issues



Primary drivers of change in social science research in the
21st century

Big data
I Effective use of high performance computing
I Wider range of analytical methods
I Wider range of data
I Increased concerns about privacy and intellectual property

Decentralized collaborative environments
I Open source / open access
I Kahn Academy / MOOC
I Increased interest in policy and private-sector applications of

cutting-edge techniques



Data!



Though this may be going a little far...











Approach of the course

I Breadth, not depth!
I a guide to vocabulary[ies], approaches and what you need to

know
I you can then follow up on all of this material in detail. If I can

look it up, you can look it up
I Emphasis on practical applications, not trendy theory: think of it

as applied rather than academic.
I This being Odum, the focus is on the social sciences
I This is an experiment
I and it’s the departure lounge, not the baggage claim

My emphasis is on methods that have been used for a while: note that
almost always, the core method gets you 80% to 90% of what you are
going to get, and then the little variations give you the final 5%, and
not consistently



O’Rielly: Data Science



Weka Project: Data Mining



Challenges

I Staying awake and alert for ten hours
I Apparently the optimal way to do this is to shift approach every

fifteen minutes and topic every forty, which we can’t quite do
I Fundamental active learning exercise: how is [whatever I’m

talking about] relevant to your problems

I Retaining any of this
I Feel free to browse the web on the computers in front of you: do

as I do



Data-oriented topics we will not be covering in any depth

I Social network analysis
I Geospatial
I Visualization
I New social media in technical detail

[Each of these would be well worth a course on their own.]



Machine learning topics we will not be covering in any
depth

I An assortment of statistical methods such as logistic regression
which you probably already know

I Genetic algorithms
I Expert systems
I Case-based reasoning
I Feature selection
I Sentiment analysis



Hey, why should I listen to you?

I B.A. and M.A. in mathematics; Ph.D. in political science
I 45 years of programming experience
I NSF panels

I political science
I methods, measurement and statistics
I various interdiscplinary panels

I past president of Society for Political Methodology
I working with the machine learning methods since 1980s

I Patterns, Rules and Learning [1995]
I Analyzing International Event Data [2002]

I author of KEDS and TABARI automated event data coders
I political forecasting projects

I Integrated Conflict Early Warning System
I Political Instability Task Force



How I’m spending my summer “vacation”: MADCOW
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But a few things I don’t really know

I My work has largely been in political science
I I mostly work with text
I I mostly work with time series, not hierarchical data
I I don’t work with data on individuals, so I haven’t personally

dealt with IRB issues



Canonical Definition of “Big Data”

I Volume
I Variety
I Velocity



Common Examples of “Big Data” outside of the social
sciences

I Sloan Sky Survey
I Human Genome project and genomics data more generally
I Very large scale customer databases: Walmart, Amazon
I Google searches
I Cell phone data
I Climate data and models
I Remote sensing



Volume

I NSM and other “spontaneously generated” data sources
I very large scale text DB if you can get hold of them, but we run

into IP issues, whereas businesses generate these naturally
I otherwise the social sciences do not generally have the

instrumentation (yet) to generate really high volume



Variety

I Which is to say, unstructured data, and we’ve got lots of that
I Nature language is the primary form



Velocity

I Near real-time web scraping, for example news feeds
I Twitter



Definition of “Big Data” from a social science statistics
perspective

I Big: sample sizes are sufficiently large that pretty much
everything is significant

I Heterogeneous: population consists of distinct sub-populations,
and variables within those populations are correlated

I Sparse: values are missing or irrelevant on many variables, in
contrast to a rectangular structure



Your turn: Who are you?

I Name, any other useful identifying data
I What sort of research do you do?
I What sort of data are you using?
I What sort of problems are you trying to solve that can’t be done

with the conventional methods?



Break



Topics: Module 1

Overview of the Course

The Big Picture

Approach of the course

Who is this guy?

Canonical Definition of “Big Data”

Your turn: Who are you?

A sufficient—and very common—open source toolkit: R, Weka and
Python

A couple comments on programming

Parallel Computing and Hadoop

Legal and Ethical Issues



I Open source
I Widely used in all approaches to statistical analysis and pattern

recognition
I CRAN library provides almost immediate access to new methods
I Robust scripting capabilities; easily interfaces with C/C++ when

needed
I Skill set is widely available



O’Rielly: R



Weka Project



Weka features

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weka_(machine_learning)



The Problem with Programmers

Old model
“We’ll just hire a programmer because that will be more
efficient than doing it ourselves”

Reality
I Computer science departments and ExxonMobil can’t find

enough programmers either
I You take a serious efficiency hit in trying to explain what you

want done
I You may take a serious efficiency hit in not doing the task in the

best way—NLP (and statistics) are specialized subfields
I Programmers frequently are trained to focus on GUIs, (e.g. Java)

which usually just get in the way in research computing
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Why people don’t want to be programmers
I Programming is a craft, not a science

I “Between the mathematics that make [the computer] theoretically
possible and the electronics that makes it practically feasible lies
the programming that makes it intellectually, economically and
socially useful. Unlike the extremes, the middle remains a craft,
technical rather than technological, mathematical only in
appearance.”
Michael Sean Mahoney, Histories of Computing (Harvard
University Press)

I Practice, practice, practice

I Programmer efficiency varies by a factor of 10 to 20, which can
be very demoralizing

I Popular perception of programmers



Why Python?

I Open source (of course...tools want to be free...)
I Standardized across platforms and widely available/documented
I Automatic memory management (unlike C/C++)
I Generally more coherent than perl, particularly when dealing

with large programs
I Text oriented rather than GUI oriented (unlike Java)
I Extensive libraries but these are optional (unlike Java): seems to

be generating very substantial network effects
I C/C++ can be easily integrated by high-performance applications
I Tcl can be used for GUI





O’Rielly: Python



Python: scrapy

Source: http://scrapy.org/



Python: scikit-learn

Source: http://scikit-learn.org/stable/



Python: other common libraries

I nltk: Natural language Toolkit
I numpy: Numerical scientific processing
I SciPy: statistical functions
I TkInter: graphical user interface
I VTK: visualization toolkit



Other computer languages*

I C/C++: still very widely used, particularly when code needs to
be very fast. Frequently used to write libraries, e.g. R and Python

I FORTRAN: one of the earliest languages; highly optimized
numerical libraries

I perl: very flexible—as in “too flexible”—character processing
language, though largely displaced by Python

I php: interfaces web pages with databases
I Java: standardized language widely used in business application;

extensive graphical libraries

With web resources, O’Reilly Cookbooks, and the increasing
standardization of most control structures, you can pick up new
languages fairly quickly once you’ve learned a couple. Though
fundamentally, it is still practice, practice, practice.
* And don’t forget whitespace, which consists entirely of invisible characters (space, tab, linefeed).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whitespace_(programming_language)



Why Unix?

I Stable and compact
I About 20 commands will do almost everything you need; they

haven’t changed in 30 years
I Core of all major operating systems except Windows
I Linux, OS-X, Android
I Most functions are identical across OS-X and Linux
I Standardized set of compilers, so identical code can run on

multiple systems.
I “make” command will compile code on any machine
I Used in most cluster computers
I Research software is more likely to be written for Unix
I Command line is more efficient than mouse/menus in advanced

applications



Topics: Module 1

Overview of the Course

The Big Picture

Approach of the course

Who is this guy?

Canonical Definition of “Big Data”

Your turn: Who are you?

A sufficient—and very common—open source toolkit: R, Weka and
Python

A couple comments on programming

Parallel Computing and Hadoop

Legal and Ethical Issues



Parallel computing options

I Dedicated cluster computers
I Networked clustering environments such as Beowulf (Linux) and

XGrid (Apply, proprietary)
I Cloud solutions such as Amazon “Elastic Compute Cloud”

(EC2) and Google Cloud
I National supercomputer centers
I NSF Teragrid



Go to: Hadoop.Presentation.pdf

Source: Ben Bagozzi and John Beieler, Penn State



Some additional thoughts on parallel computing

I For many text processing problems, "parallelism on the cheap"
consists of simply splitting your files. This is a simple form of
“data parallelism.”

I “Task parallelism” is more difficult to program, though to some
extent it can be done—and in contemporary processors, is
frequently done (“threads”)—automatically

I “Message passing interface” [MPI] is the de facto open standard
set of simple routines for implementing parallel programs,
originally implemented in Fortran and C and since extended to
Java and Python

Per the Bagozzi/Beieler experiments, make sure that you actually
need parallel implementation before investing a lot of effort in these,
particularly when customized programming is involved.
Contemporary processors already implement a great deal of parallel
processing, and the processors in cluster computers are usually
inexpensive, not state-of-the-art.



Aside: Relational Database
A relational database is a database that has a collection of
tables of data items, all of which is formally described and
organized according to the relational model.
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relational_database]

Source: http://aldwyn-digitalglossary.blogspot.com/2010/12/relational-database.html



Relational Database

I Basic concept in an RDB is that information is stored once and
can be accessed by multiple records

I RDBs also tend to contain heterogeneous data—different cases
contain different variables—rather than rectangular data/tables
found in most statistics programs

I Most common contemporary implementation is the open source
“mySQL”, after the ISO standard query language “SQL”
[“structured query language”]

I Very mature technology; original development was in the 1970s
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Security Issues in Big Data
Privacy

I Legal requirements, which are evolving and not always
consistent

I Ethical requirements
I Keeping current with new challenges such as deanonymization

Intellectual property
I Adhering to legitimate claims while defending legitimate rights

of educational and research institutions.
I Information does not necessary want to be free, but neither is all

information privately owned.
I Increased interest in policy and private-sector applications of

cutting-edge techniques
System security

I Keeping current with best practices, not urban legends
I Convincing users to become part of the solution rather than

challenging them to cleverly evade you (which they will).
Remember the story of Liu Bang (ca. 210 BCE)

I Accurately assessing the degree of threat to your data



Just a reminder...

I am not a lawyer!

You knew that...



Problems with personal data

I If you are wondering whether you need IRB approval, you
probably do.

I Subpopulations may be so small that individuals can be identified
I Multiple datasets, while individually anonymous, may contain

sufficient information to identify individuals when commonly
keyed

I There are apparently quite a few very clever ways of doing this
I Analysis of large scale data may be reveal patterns of

characteristics the individual does not want known
I Apparently non-urban-legend story of purchasing data leading to

identification of a pregnant teenager...before she told her parents
I Informed consent

I Social media for individuals under 18?

I Securing large scale data against unauthorized use
I US vs. European approaches to privacy





Intellectual Property
Copyright law is generally open to “fair use” in research and
education (but not commercial applications). However, institutional
contracts with data providers are more limited

I Information does not necessarily want to be free
A lot of the legal issues, particularly involving content on the web, are
still very open

I You probably do not want to be a test case: due to various laws
passed to benefit the entertainment industry, these can be
prosecuted as criminal violations, not just civil violations. That
means jail.

I Just because someone claims IP rights doesn’t mean they
actually have those rights

I You still probably do not want to be a test case
I Public institutions have considerable protection due to sovereign

immunity, though many have been wimps in asserting this.
I Educational institutions have very different policies: check

locally



Your turn: ethical issues

Consider our original V3 definition of “Big Data”: volume, variety
and velocity. Are any of these introducing new issues in your
field—or in your own work—that were not present ten years ago.

Anyone have some interesting stories of where IRBs (or other
university institutions) have had a difficult time dealing with these?
Anyone with experience with new policies? Did those make sense?

How should we go about dealing with these [rapidly] evolving issues
as professionals?



Let’s eat!

End of Module 1
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